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Spectral Multiplicity of Derived Functor Modules 
FLOYD L. WILLIAMS* 
Let r be a discrete torsion-free subgroup of a semisimple Lie group G such that 
the volume of r\G is finite. We obtain a cohomological interpretation (in the sense 
of Langlands) of the multiplicity in the discrete spectrum of L’(T\G) of an 
irreducible unitarizable derived functor module R;C, (after Zuckerman) with 
non-singular infinitesimal character. ‘1 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected, non-compact semisimple Lie group and let K be 
a maximal compact subgroup of G. We shall assume that K contains a 
Cartan subgroup H of G. Let g, k, 11 denote the complexified Lie algebras 
of G, K, H, respectively, let A = A(g, h) denote the non-zero roots of (g, h), 
and let gs denote the root space of fl E d. We fix a system of positive roots 
A+ in A and assign to the quotient G/H the unique G-invariant 
holomorphic structure such that the space of anti-holomorphic tangent 
vectors at the origin is given by 
n “zf. 1 g 2. (1.1) 
Let D = G/H with latter holomorphic structure. Let 2’ 3 A be the character 
lattice of H. Given 2 E 2 let L, + D denote the G-homogeneous line 
bundle over D induced by the corresponding character of H. L, also has 
a G-invariant holomorphic structure (even if 3, is non-integral (cf. [7])). 
On the space A{(D, L,) of smooth compactly supported L,-forms of type 
(0, j) on D (j 2 0 an integer) there is the Cauchy-Riemann operator (3 = a,, 
as usual, of degree 1. As H is compact we can choose in a natural manner 
G-invariant Hermitian metrics on D, L, and thereby choose a formal 
adjoint a* = a,* of 6. Let q = 0’ = 8, , aTPI + a,* 8, be the corresponding 
LaplaceeBeltrami operator. We fix a discrete subgroup f of G which is 
torsion free and which has a finite G-invariant co-volume: vol(f \ G) < co. 
We shall assume that f satisfies the mild conditions imposed in [4]. The 
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latter conditions are formulated equivalently in [6] and are automatically 
satisfied, for example, if either r is arithmetic, G has no compact simple 
factors, or the symmetric space G/K is rank 1. As 0 is G-invariant (and 
thus r-invariant) and elliptic it projects to a locally invariant elliptic 
differential operator 0 r = 0 j, on r\ L,. Let 
L,f (r\ L,) = the Hilbert space completion of ,4$D, r\ L,) (1.2) 
with respect to the usual inner product ( , ) = ( , )r given by 
(1.3) 
where dx is the G-invariant measure on T\G induced by a Haar measure 
on G. Then we have the L2-cohomology groups 
H{(T\ L,) d&r. the L2-kernel of 0 ‘;- “2” the space of distribu- 
tional solutions 0 j,s = 0, where s E Lf(r\ L,). (1.4) 
One knows in fact that 
H’;(T\L,)= {s~n’(D, r\L,)I ll~11~< CO and 
f3js=o,~~~ls=o}. (l-5) 
By our assumptions on r, L2(T\G) ( an d accordingly LT (r\ L,)) decom- 
poses into a discrete and continuous spectrum [4]: 
(1.6) 
Moreover by [S], H’;(T\ LJ is finite-dimensional and 
H',(r\L,) = the L2-kernel of q i, on Lid(r\ L,). (1.7) 
If G denotes the unitary dual space of G then given rc E G we shall write 
m,(r) for the multiplicity (known to be finite) of rc in L$(r\G): 
Li(r\G)= C m,(r)71. (1.8) 
nsd 
Consider for a moment the special case when T\G is compact. Then 
the L2-cohomology H',(r\L,) coincides with the sheaf cohomology 
H'(r\D, oA(r)) where Q(T) + P= Y,-=def. r\D is the sheaf over B 
generated by the presheaf which assigns to an open set U in F the space 
of r-invariant holomorphic sections of Li, on map-‘U, where 
map:D+r\D= r If IZ=Z~+~ E @ is a Harish-Chandra discrete series 
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representation corresponding to the linear functional 1. + 6 E k*, which we 
assume to be regular, where 26 = Em, d + a then for a very mild condition 
on A. the cohomology H*( F, C!!;.(r)) survives in a unique dimension, say 
q(1) (cf. (2.2) below) and, as predicted in [3], one has 
m,,.+<,(T)=dim EP”“( F, oj.(T)); (1.9) 
see [15]. In the case when G/K admits a G-invariant holomorphic 
structure for which the libration D + G/K is holomorphic, a cohomological 
interpretation of m,(r) for 7~ E d of holomorphic type (i.e., for n having a 
highest weight vector) quite analogous to (1.9) has been obtained in [ 161. 
Here q(A) must be replaced, more generally, by an integer q(A, q’) which 
depends not only on 1, but also on a parabolic subalgebra q’ by which n 
is determined. The unitary representations of holomorphic type are a 
special class of representations which, like the discrete series, have non- 
trivial (g, K) cohomology and thus they are derived finctor modules (after 
Zuckerman)-obtained by cohomological parabolic induction of certain 
one-dimensional modules [9, 111. 
In the present paper we carry out the program of assigning to a general 
derived functor module rc E G, with a non-singular infinitesimal character, 
an integer q(%, q’), where q’ is a parabolic subalgebra by which 7~ is 
determined, and a cohomological interpretation of the multiplicity 
nzn(T). Namely we obtain, under very mild conditions, an analogue (for 
vol(f\G)< co) 
m,(T) = dim H;‘“,Y”(T\L,) (1.10) 
of (1.9twhich in particular yields a solution of Warner’s 3rd problem 
[ 131 for such 7~‘s. The main results are Theorems 4.7, 4.11. Unlike the 
discrete series case, however, the conditions of validity of (1.10) do not rule 
out the existence of non-zero cohomology in dimensions #q(L, 4’). Thus 
the technique of coupling a vanishing theorem with an index theorem to 
compute a discrete series multiplicity cannot be extended to the present 
more general context. 
Our method is to make a more careful analysis (than that needed in the 
discrete series case) of the E, terms of the two spectral sequences used in 
[S, 151 which provide valuable information on n-cohomology H*(n, H,), 
and thus on L2-cohomology also via (2.15) below. 
2. MORE NOTATION 
Let A,= A(k, h) denote the non-zero roots of (k, h), A,= A- A,, 
A:=A,nAf, A,:=A,nA’, and let IV, W, denote the Weyl groups of 
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(g, h), (k, h), respectively. We denote by 9 the set of integral linear forms 
on h, and by (Q) for Q c d the sum of roots in Q. Let 26, = (d: ), 
6, = 6 -a,, 
Fb=Pb(d+)= {‘i EF]/~ +6 is regular and Al-dominant}, (2.1) 
and for ,4 E h* (the dual space of h) such that /i + 6 is regular let 
P’“‘={olEAI(/1+6,a)>01, 
Q,,=(cr~A,fI(A+6,~)>0}, QL=A,+ -Qn 
b,=h+ c g, (a Bore1 subalgebra of g) 
z E P(A) 
(2.2) 
where ISI denotes the cardinality of a set S and ( , ) denotes the Killing 
form on g. If g = I + u is a Levi decomposition of a parabolic subalgebra q 
of g with unipotent radical u and a reductive complement I we let A(l), 
A(u) denote the roots of I, U, respectively, and we set 
4 IL” = the set of non-compact roots in A(u); i.e., 4u,n = A(u) n A,,. (2.3) 
If q 2 b, in particular for /i E h* such that /i + 6 is regular we define a 
non-negative integer q(A; q) by 
Also we set 
d4 4) = 2 lq,,, n QAl - lqu.nl + IQLI. 
k,(A)=l(cc~A:l (A+&+<O)I 
4(4 4) = 4(4 9) + k,(~ ). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Thus by (2.2), q(A) = k,(A) + IQ,]. Let 6 denote the Cartan involution of 
g corresponding to a Cartan decomposition g = k +p of g where p is the 
orthocomplement of k relative to the Killing form. Let p- =p n n so that 
P- = 1 g-z> knn= C g-,. (2.6) 
led”+ *GA: 
We shall write H, for the Hilbert space of RE G and for the space of 
K-finite vectors of rr. Let H*(n, H,) denote the Lie algebra cohomology of 
n with coefficients in H,, and let H*(n, Hz)-, denote the subspace of 
vectors in H*(n, H,) which transform according to the character eP’ of H 
for 1 E 3. Let 52 denote the Casimir operator of g. Then we have from 
[ 151 (for r\ G compact) 
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THEOREM 2.7. For the sheaf (J;.;;(r) in Section 1 induced by 1. E Y 
H’( Y, ~~j.(:(r))= 1 m,(f)H’(n, H,)-, 
nEC (2.8) 
n(Q)=(d,A+26)1 
for r > 0. Given 71 E c there is a spectral sequence ‘71’E which computes 
H*(n, H,)-, such that 
(=W =H”(knn, H,@A’p/p-)-,; L-81. (2.9) 
Formula (2.8) can be thought of as a G/H-version of Matsushima’s 
formula. We shall show that if i. + 6 is regular, the unitary representations 
rc which contribute to the sum in (2.8) (i.e., for which H*(n, H,)-, # 0) are 
necessarily derived functor modules, That is, using the notation of [9, 
Chap. 61, TI has the form 
71 = Bdylm unkc n ) (2.10) 
where q = I+ u is a e-stable parabolic subalgebra of g, 1= (l,,)’ is the 
complexitication of a real Lie algebra I, corresponding to a connected Lie 
subgroup L of G, .%!: is Zuckerman’s parabolic induction functor from the 
category of (I, L n K) modules to the category of (g, K) modules, and 
where C, is a one-dimensional (1, L n K) module determined by ,I; see 
Theorem 4.1. For this we now assume G has a finite center. As a final bit 
of notation we set 
~I~)=.,(-pcn’)nP’“‘, @r=T(--dk+)nd: (2.11) 
for (w, r) E W x W, and n E h* such that ,4 + 6 is regular; cf. (2.2). We shall 
need a “non-compact” version of (2.8) as we wish to assume only that r 
has co-finite volume in G. Obviously we must attempt to replace the sheaf 
cohomology by the above L2-cohomology. That this can be done follows 
essentially from (1.7) and (1.8), where one first notes that if F,,, is the fiber 
in (1.3) (i.e., F,,, is the fiber of the C” vector bundle over f \D with 
smooth sections /1’(D, f \ LA)) then of course 
L;#\b) = (L:(T\G)O FJ. 
Equations (1.7), (1.8) (2.12) lead to 
H$(f\L,)= 1 m,(f)H’(n)-:. 
(2.12) 
by the methods of [7] where H’(n) is the jth formal harmonic space of 
n E G. Note here that Hi(T\ LL) is also the L2-kernel of 8; + & I and the 
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forms A’(D, r\L1)= (P(r\G)@/ijn*)-,. By Theorem 3.1 of [S], H’(z) 
and Hj(n, H,) are isomorphic as H-modules. As Hj(n, Hz)-, # 0 =s. 
z(Q) = (52 + 26) 1 (by a theorem of Casselman and Osborne), (2.13) 
implies 
THEOREM 2.14. For A E Y and r of co-finite volume in G (r as above) 
HW\L,) = c mAr)H’(n, HL nsd (2.15) 
?T(Q) = (A, 2 + 26) 1 
for r 2 0; see (1.4), (1.5). 
3. STUDY OF THE COHOMOLOCY H”(knn, V,)p,-CTOj 
If 
H,= c m(r)v, (a direct sum) (3.1) 
reR 
is the primary K-decomposition of rc ) K for rc E G, where m(t) is the multi- 
plicity of the K-type z in rr 1 K, then formula (2.9) can be written as 
(n)E:S= c m(t)H” (knn, V,@Arp/p-)pl. (3.2) 
On the other hand, with r fixed, let 
Arplp- = ‘$ L, (a direct sum) (3.3) 
i=l 
be an H-decomposition of A’p/p- where for 
b,=h@knn (a Bore1 subalgebra of k) (3.4) 
and a finite b,-module filtration 0 = F,, c F, c . . ’ c FN = A’p/p- of 
A’p/p-, L, = F,/F,_ 1 is one-dimensional with H acting by en’, aiE P’. 
Then by Theorem 2.8 of [15], given 2 EL& and z E $ there is a spectral 
sequence (‘)E which computes H*(kn n, VT@ Arp/p-)pl with E, terms 
given by 
“‘ETb= Ha+b(knn, Vt)-j.pONma. 
Here we note that the weights ai are given by 
(3.5) 
{ai>~=‘=,=((T)ITcA~, ITl=r}. (3.6) 
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Thus in view of Theorem 2.7 and Eqs. (3.2) (3.5) the study of the 
n-cohomology H*(n, H,) _ j, is reduced largely to the study of the k n n- 
cohomology H*(knn, Vr)~;~(ro>, T,c AZ, for K-types scnla. We 
focus attention now on the latter, whose structure is given in the following 
theorem. For AE 9 such that A is integral and A+ 6 is regular we shall 
always write 
A=A(~)=w,(-i.-S)-6E~:b (see (2.1)), (3.7) 
where UJ~E W, is the unique element such that 
(wo(-Lh), A:)>O. (3.8) 
THEOREM 3.9. Let ;*E 2 be an integral element such that A + 6 is 
regular. If q = I+ u is a parabolic subalgebra of g containing b,i and 
q’ = 1’ + u’ =def- woe ’ q is the corresponding parabolic 3 b, where q is the 
parabolic’ opposite to q (note that w;‘( -PC”)) = P”)), then for (i) v =def. 
A +6--6”“+ (qU,,), (ii) s=~~‘, k,(A), and (iii) To=der. -( - Q>.-q;,,n)u 
(CL,.‘, nQe,)cA,+ we have dimH”(knn, VU)),-,,,=I where (T,)= 
(QA> - <Py’-q:,.,); here V, is the irreducible K-module with Al-highest 
weight v; see (2.2) (2.3), (2.5) (3.7), and (3.8). Conversely let V,, be an 
irreducible K-module with Al-highest weight v E h*. Suppose 7c E 63 x(sZ) = 
(i., jU + 26) = 1 and IX 1 K 3 V,. Suppose in addition I, satisfies the regularity 
assumption 
(/1+6+~3j;~‘-(Q), A:)30 for QcPI;’ 
such that (A + 6 - b”‘), Q) = 0. (3.10) 
Then ifs is an integer and T, c A,+ such that H”(k n n, V,) pi.- <rO) # 0 one 
necessarily has that (i)’ v = A + 6 - 6’“’ + (qU.,) for some e-stable parabolic 
subalgebra q = I+ u 3 b,, , (ii)’ s = k,(E,), and (iii)’ To = - ( -Q> - q:, .) CJ 
(q:.,,nQ,); in particular dim H”(knn, V,,))-,,,= 1 and ITo1 = [Qil - 
I&,,,\ + 2 l$,,,n n Qj.1 -q(i; q’) (see (2.4)). Moreover (A + 6 -Sin), A(1)) = 0 
and n = %“$munkC ,,+6--6~,~1 (see (2.10)). 
Proof Let v E h* be AZ-dominant and integral, let s be an integer, and 
let T,cA,f such that H”(knn, V,)~,_<,, # 0. Then by Theorem 5.14 
of [2], 3IC, E w, such that -E-r(T,)=W,(V+6,)+6,, S= 
I (ME A: I w,cx E A: }I. Let S’ denote the l/2-spin modules of k with 
weights 6, - (T), Tc A,+, (-l)“‘= f 1. Since w,(6,- (T,)) is also a 
weight of S’ for (- 1) ITo’= +l we have w,(6,- (T,))=‘“‘6,- (T) for 
some TcA,+3(-1)lT1= ( -1)‘“‘. Let b = b(A) be the bijection of the 
subsets of Py ’ onto the subsets of A: given by 
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bQ=(QLn(-Q))u(Q,-Q) for QcPy’ 
b~‘T,=(Q,-T,)uC-(T,nQ:,,l for T,cd:. 
(3.11) 
b satisfies (be) = (Q,,) - (Q) and IbQl = IQ] +2 I(bQ)nQ,l- ]Qnl for 
Qc Py’; cf. Proposition 2.13 of [16]; we remind the reader that w,,, 
A are defined in (3.7), (3.8). We define QC Py’ by Q= Py’-b-IT’. 
Then as Pjf’=Q,,u -Q> implies that ~5,,+~5j;“=(Q,,), and as 
(T)=(Q,)-(b&‘T) we see that c?,-(T)=Jy’-(Q); i.e., wr(v + 
bk) = -A - (To) -6,=w, ‘(A + 6) + 6 - (T,) - 6,= w&l + 
6) + w;,’ (6, - (T))=w,‘(A + 6 + Sl;” - (Q))=u=(“‘w(A + 6 + 
(y(A) - (Q))-c?,, where w=~~‘.w;‘w;‘E Wk. Now assume VVcxlK 
fir some rc~G satisfying 7r(L?)=(A,A+26)1=(/1,/1+26)1. Then by (b) 
and by Theorem 2.6 of [ 141 there is a pair (w,, a) E W x W, such 
that cD(“‘=(~‘Quw-‘@~ (see (2.11)), w,(n+s-S’“‘)=n+s-s(“, 
A: c CT :*wwz P(“); in particular (A+&J’“‘,@~‘)=O, since A+6-6(“’ 
is PC”‘-dominant, =z. 
(A+d-h(“‘, Q)=O. (3.12) 
By hypothesis (3.10) (given (3.12)) and Eq. (b), w-‘(v+6,) is 
Ai -dominant. Hence w  -‘(v + 6,) = v + dk (since v + ~5~ is ,4:-dominant 
and WE W,) s w-r = 1 (since v + 6, is A,-regular) =S w’ = w;’ =s = 
l{aEA: Iw;’ aed:)]. But by definition of ulO, w,{a~d~](--I-6,a) 
>O} = {aEd; Iw,‘aEA:} as = I{c(EA:I(-~ - 8,~) > O}l=k&) 
(by (2.5)). From (b), (c) (with w= 1) ~5~“’ - w,6’“‘= (Q) + bk - cr6,* 
gcn, - <Q)=w,d 
6” - g(n) 
CA’ - a6,=sv = n + 6 + w,iw - a6, - 6,= n + 
+ gcn’ + (w,6(“‘-ad,). But since A: c~‘ww,P’“‘= 
-lw,p(“‘, oAk+ “, p cdef. 
;,(P)=w,b’“‘-od,* 
w,P(“’ Thus if 26,(P)= (PnA,) we have . 
v = A + 6 - c3cn’ + sl;“’ + b,(P). (3.13) 
Because of (3.13), Kumaresan’s second lemma (Proposition 5.16 of [ 111) 
applies: There is a o-stable parabolic subalgebra q = I + u of g containing 
b, such that v =(d’ A + 6 - 6’“’ + < q, .) and such that if F is the fmite- 
dimensional irreducible G module with PC”‘-highest weight A + 6 - ~5~“’ 
then the weight space F”’ +6 ~ ‘(“” of A + 6 - ~5~“” is Z-invariant. Thus the 
latter space provides for a one-dimensional unitary representation of L (L 
as in the remarks following (2.10)) whose differential lh coincides with 
A+6-6’“’ (in particular (A+s-8 (” A(l)) =O); thus also Proposi- , 
tion 6.1 of [ 111 applies: 
(3.14) 
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where C ,,+5~d ,,,, is Ff,‘+dmii”“) regarded as an (i, L n K) module. For the 
parabolic q’ = 1’ + U’ ZJ h, defined in the statement of Theorem 3.9 one has 
&.n = - M’C ’ qu.,, (sincew;‘(-Py’)=Pj”‘). (3.15) 
From Eqs. (3.13) and (d), (q1,,,,)=6);11+6,(P)=‘e’61;1)+6j;’)- (Q) = 
26’“‘-(~~;:‘)+(cP~)(by(c),asit’=1),or(~!,~~’)=(PI;1’-q,,~u~~)=> 
s’; I@ ;;, = Pi;’ ’ -q!,,,,u @“, by (5.10.2) of [2]. That is, again by (c) where 
M’ 2 1, Q =(f) pb) - qu.n. Recalling that 6,, - (T) = hy)-- (Q) we deduce 
from Eqs. (a),fl (e) that ~~(8,~ - (To))= (q,.#) - 8?‘= - w,(q:,,,,) + 
M’,& (by (3.15)), or (T,) =6, + Si,“’ - (2Sj”’ - (qL,.,,))=‘g’ (Q,) - 
(Pp’ - q:,,,z). On the other hand we can write, as in (3.11) T,=h(i)Q, 
for a Q,cPif’satisfying Ir,l=lQol+21r,nQ,I-IQ~I, (T,)=(Qi)- 
(Qo); i.e., by (g) ( QO) = (Pi,“‘- qLs,n). From this equation we claim that 
in fact Q. = Py’ -q&,,n: Again by (3.15), (e), ( -w~Q,) = (Py’-q,,,,) = 
(Q)= ( -wOQo u GE)= (@J~;~‘) by (c) (where W= 1) + -w~Q,u 
@“, = @i;z’ again by (5.10.2) of [2]. That is, again by (c), -M~~Q~= 
Q = P!” ) - 4,. ,I by (f ) j - w,, Q0 = - u.~( Pj,” - qL..,l) * Q0 = Pj,” - qh,,,I, as 
claimed. Then as T,=b(l)Q,=“” (Q>, n -QO) u Q,,-QO, T,, n Qj.= 
Qj.- Qo = Qj. n d,.ti and Q: n -Q, = -(-Q; - q:s,n) =. T,, = 
-( -Q; - &.,>I u Qh n &.m and as IT01 = IQ01 + 2 /T, A Q;j - 
lQj.1 we get ITo1 = IP?‘I - Id.,,1 + 2 IQ, n cd,,,,, - IQ;.1 = IQ11 - I&.,, + 
2 lQ,nq1.,,1. Conversely let q=l+uI b,, be any parabolic and let 
q’ = 1’ + u’ =def. M’; ‘4 as above. Define v = A + S - 6’“’ + (q,,,,) and define 
r0 = -(-Q; - ql..,) u q:.,, u Qj. c A:. Then -(-Q>. - q:, ,,) = Q; n -Q. 
where Q0 =def. Py’- Sk,.,. Also q;,,,, n Q, = Q, - Q. =s k. = b(,I)QO + 
(T,>=(Q,> - (Q,,)=‘hl(Q;,) - (Pf-’ - q;,.,,). Now v + 6,=/l + 
s - c’) + (qu.,> ( since 6-6(,‘1=6, - Sj;‘l)=~,(-j~ - 6 + Sf;” - 
(cd,,,,,)) (by (3.7), (3.15)) * q’ (v + 6,) + 6, = -2 - 6 + 6, - s);’ + 
26:‘-(q;,,,)=-iv-(Q,)+(P!f-,I.,,)=-i-(To) by(h).Thatis, 
if K E W, is the unique element ENA: = -A: and u’r =def. W;‘K E W,, 
then -E,-(T,)=M’0’(~+fi~)+fi~=M’,(k.v--~)+6~ where Iwl(A,+)n 
-A:I=lA: n M~,,A~J=IH~~{IY E A:) (-I.-S, CC) > 011 (by (3.8))= 
k,(%), by (2.5); so by [2], dimI@‘“‘(knn, V,,)-j.~(TOI= 1, which com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 3.9. 
Remark. The proof shows that for the converse statement in 
Theorem 3.9, q can be chosen so that @i;i’= (Pyl-q,,n)u@i for a 
suitable (M’?, c7)E wx w,. 
THEOREM 3.16. Let i E 9’ be an integral element such that A + 6 is 
regular and such that A= A(A) satisfies (3.10). Let TCE 6 such that 
n(s2) = (A, A+ 26) 1 and let V,. be an irreducible K-type contained in 7c In. 
Then if s, r are integers such that H”(k n n, V, @ A’p/p- ) -;, # 0, one has 
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s = k,(2) and there is a o-stable parabolic q = I+ u 3 b, such that 
v = A + 6 - 6”“+ (qcll) and I’= q(;1; q’) (for q’ = w;‘q as in Theorem 3.9). 
Moreover (A + 6 - 6 M’ d(l))=O, dimH”(knn, V,@A’p/p-)-,=I, and , 
7(=gdimunkc 
4 n+b-b~“). 
Proof: Given r there is a spectral sequence “‘E which computes 
H*(kn n, V,@ A’P/P-)-~, and whose E, terms are given, according to 
(3-Q by 
(r)E~b=HU+b(knn,V,)_,_.,~~~, (3.17) 
where {oi}~~,={(T)~TcA,+, ITI = r} are the H-weights of A’p/p-. 
Suppose H”(k n n, V, @ Arp/p- ) --1 # 0. Then (r)Eao.bo # 0 for some pair aO, 
b,, with a,+b,=s; i.e., W(knn,J’v)-j.-ON~,#O, with a,_.,=(T,) for 
some To c A,+ such that [ToI = r. Except for the assertion that 
dim Hko(“‘(k n n, I’,, +6-6(~1+ <qun) @Aq(l;q’)p/p-)-n =(i)” 1, all else asserted 
in Theorem 3.16 now follows by Theorem 3.9. Equation (i)” is the following 
converse result of Theorem 3.16. 
THEOREM 3.18. Let d E 2’ be as in Theorem 3.16, and let q = 1+ u I 6, 
be a o-stable parabolic such that (A + 6 - 6(“), A(1)) = 0. Dejine q’ = 1’ + u’, 
v=A+o-6’“‘+(q,,), and r=q(&q’) as above. Then dimHko’“‘(knn, 
V,O A’~/P-)-~ = 1. 
Proof: Consider the spectral sequence (4)E =def. (q(iiq’))E which corn- 
putes H*(k n n, V,@ A’P/P-)-~., with v, r defined in the statement of 
Theorem 3.18. Define T(q) = - ( -Q; - q;,,“) u qL,.n n Qj. c A,+ (as in (iii) 
of Theorem 3.9) and define a(q) by crN--u(qj = (T(q)), where now {a,}:= I 
denotes the weights ((T) / Tc AZ, IT/ = q(1; 4’)). We claim that 
(q)ETb =0 for a #a(q); i.e., the spectral sequence degenerates. Let F be 
the finite-dimensional irreducible G-module with PC”‘-highest weight 
A + 6 - 8(“) and highest weight space F(“+6-6’“‘). The assumption 
(A+s-8 , CA) A(1)) = 0 ensures that the latter space, as above, is l-invariant 
and thus L-invariant (as L is connected). In this way we obtain a one- 
dimensional unitary representation of L and by restriction to L n K we 
obtain an (I, L n K) module which we again denote by C, +S--6(~). By 
Theorem 1.3 of [lo] (also cf. [12]) if we set 71(q)=def.~~munkCn+d~6’“1 
we obtain z(q) E e. z(q) has the value (A, A + 26) 1 on Sz and its restriction 
to K contains the K-type v =def. A+s-cSc”‘+(qU,,). All of this allows the 
application of Theorem 3.9: If (q)ETb # 0 then (comparing (3.17)) there is 
some e-stable parabolic p = m + u 3 b, such that v = A + 6 - 6(“) + (P,,,) 
and such that (T(a)) = (Q,) - (Py’-ph.,,), where we write o,.,-~= 
(T(a)) for some T(a) c A,f such that IT(a)1 = q(1; q’); also u denotes the 
unipotent radical of p. This says that (p,,,) = (q,,,), and therefore 
(p:,,,> = (q:,,n) (by (3.15)) = o,,- ,=<Q,)-<P~‘-ql,,,)=(T(q))= 
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CJ~-~(~,+U =a(q),’ as claimed. As we have concluded that lY’E 
degenerates it now follows that Hko(i.)(k n n, V,, @ Ay(i’q’)p/p ~ ) _ j- = 
(4)E;1(4)*ko(‘)--a(~) = Hko’“‘(k n n, V,)_iP <T(yjj (by (3.17)), which is one- 
dimensional by Theorem 3.9. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.18 and 
hence of Theorem 3.16, too. 
COROLLARY 3.19. Let (2, n) E Y x 6 be as in Theorem 3.16. If s, r 
are integers such that H”(kn n, H,OArp/pP)-r.#O then s=k,(A), 
r = q(A; q’) for some O-stable parabolic subalgebra q = I+ u 3 b, for which 
(A+s-o’“‘, A(l))=O, and x=~~~“‘“~~C,,+~_~,,I,. Conversel~v given a 
Q-stable parabolic q = I + u 2 b, for which (A + iJ - c?(‘), A(l)) = 0 and 
defining s = k,(~), r = q(k q’), 
~ = gdimun kc 
n+s-6(“‘3 one 
7~~~37r(Q)=(L,L+26)1, anddimH’(kn~,H,@A’p/p~)),=l. 
has 
Proof By Eq. (3.1) 
H”(knn, H,@A’P/P-)-~= 2 m(t)W(knn, V,@Arp/pP));,. (3.20) 
TSR 
So the statements preceding the converse statements of Corollary 3.19 
follow by Theorem 3.16. Conversely let q = I+ u 3 b, be a &stable 
parabolic with (A + 6 -d”‘), A(l)) = 0 and define s = k,(A), r = q(J.; q’), 
nCgdimunkc 
*+&$.4). Then rc~ e, by the proof of Theorem 3.18, 
z(Q) 2 (A, A+26)1 = (A, ,?+26)1, and ~1~ contains the K-type 
v(q) =def. A+&6’“‘+ (qsll) exactly once; i.e., m(z,,,,)=‘il’ 1. Now if V, 
is a K-type in n lK for which H”(k n n, V,, @ A’p/pP)_,, # 0 then by 
Theorem 3.16, p = A + 6 - 6(,‘) + (p,,, ) for some o-stable parabolic 
p = m + v 3 6,. One knows that the K-type (p”.,) occurs in Ap and that 
for the irreducible g-module F in the proof of Theorem 3.18, rclk and 
Ap @ F share only the K-type v(q) in common. Since ,D c rc I k n Ap 0 F 1 k we 
conclude that p= v(q).3 That is, by Theorem 3.18, Eqs. (3.20) and (Q), 
dim H”(knn, H,OA’p/p~)_,=m(r,,,,,)= 1. 
4. COMPUTATION OF n-CoHoMoLocu AND PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 3.9 and consequences of it in Section 3 we have now the means 
for determining the n-cohomology in formulas (2.8), (2.15). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (A, n) E 9 x e be as in Theorem 3.16. If t is an 
integer such that H’(n, Hn)Pl # 0, then there exists a B-stable parabolic 
‘Here we use that the weight T(q) has multiplicity 1 by Eq. (#) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.9. 
3 This conclusion also follows by Theorem 5.3 of [ 111. 
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q=l+uIb, such that t=k,(l)+q(A;q’). Moreover (A+c~--cS(“),A(/))=~ 
and n = WfmunkC ii +s-sc.j~; see (2.4), (2.5), and notation in Theorem 3.9. 
Conversely q = I+ u 3 b, a O-stable parabolic such that (A + 6 - 6(“‘, 
d(l))=0 let 7c=B~imunkCA+6-sc~,, and let t = k,(A) + q(A; q’). Then z E G 
and dim H’(n, H,)-, = 1. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.7, given rc E C?, there is a spectral sequence ‘“‘E 
which computes H*(n, H,)), with (K)EyS = H”(k n n, H,@ A’p/p-)_,. 
If H’(n, H,)-, # 0 then ‘n)E;S # 0 for some r, s with r + s = t. By 
Corollary 3.19, s = ko(n), r = q(1; q’), and rt = ,@dimunkC,, + 6 _ 6~~, for some 
o-stable parabolic q = I + u 2 b, with (/i + 6 - 6 c/f, d(l)) = 0. Conversely let ,
such a parabolic be given and define 71, t as in the converse statement in 
Theorem 4.1. Then 7t E e such that rc(Q) = (A, 1+ 26) 1 and 
dim Hko(‘)(k n n, H, @ LIY(~;Y’)P/P - ) -1 = 1 (4.2) 
by Corollary 3.19. Consider again the spectral sequence (=)E (for rc just 
specified) and suppose ‘“‘E;” ~0. Then by Corollary 3.19, r = q(l;p’) for 
some &stable _p = m + v 3 b, (notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.18) 
for which X= WiimunkCn +gP6~.,1, (A + 6 - Scn), d(m)) = 0. By the remarks 
in the proof of- Corollary 3.19 (on the uniqueness of the K-type v(q)) 
we can conclude that /i+6-6’“‘+(q,,)=/i+6-6’“‘+(~,,); i.e., 
(q,,,) = (P~,~). Since the existence of p is ultimately a consequence of 
Theorem 3.9 the remark following its proof permits us to assume 
@ly;1) = (py’ - _p,,,) u @: for some (w,, 0)~ Wx wk. Then (@E’) =26?’ 
- (_p”,) + <@:,>=2V’ - (4u.n) + WC> = WA - 4u.n) u m* 
(as we have seen) GE’= (P!$- qu,,) u @“,; i.e., qu,n =_p,,,. It follows, from 
(2.4), (3.15), that q(A; p’) = q(1; q’). That is, we have shown ‘“)E;” = 0 for 
r # q(& q’) from whence we may conclude H’(n, H,)-, = (n)E;I(A-;q’),‘--q’i.;q’) 
(x)Eq(i;q’),ko(‘) (by definition of t) = H?(“)(k n n, H,@ Aq(Azq’)plp-)pA, 
Which is one-dimensional by (4.2). 
Remarks. Theorem 4.1 generalizes the n-cohomology result given for 
the discrete series in Section 4 of [S]. Similarly the results in Section 3 (of 
this paper) extend results in 1151: namely we have dropped the assumption 
(A+d-s (A1 PC’)) > 0 imposed there to “isolate” the discrete series. ) n 
Again let 2 E Z’ be integral such that I + 6 is regular. Let q’ = 1’ + a’ 3 bA 
be any O-stable parabolic and assume (A + 6 - a(‘), A(/‘)) = 0. Note that we 
can write (as in Theorem 3.9) 
q’ = w;lq, (4.3) 
where q = I+ u 3 6, is a B-stable parabolic with (/i + 6 - 6’“‘, d(l)) = 0; for 
we need only take q =G (where again the bar denotes the opposite of 
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a parabolic)-indeed since /i+6-6’“‘=u,,(i+6-6’“‘) and d(t)= 
w,d(l’). Here also d(u)= -wOd(u’). Let F’ be the finite-dimensional 
irreducible g-module with P’“‘-highest weight Jti + 6 - 6”). We can assume 
F’ integrates smoothly to G and we let C, + d 61i1 denote the highest weight 
space in F’. As above we can form 
n’ = n’(q’) = ,J?;fmu’nkC;, + 6 _ #‘, 
and conclude (as in Corollary 3.19) that 
7c’E e such that ~‘(52) = (A, 1+ 26) 1. 
One can also argue that in fact 
n’(q’)* =71(q) “Gf. 9;imUnkC‘~+S~6(,,I 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(for q in (4.3)), where the star * denotes the contragradient of a representa- 
tion. For let z0 E W, be the unique element such that r,Pc’ = - PLA). Since 
-w;‘A:=Py’ we have Ak+=(a)~O~;lPp). If p’=%+d--iY”‘+(q;.,,) 
and VprgU, is the irreducible k-module with Ph”-highest weight -TOP’, then 
V --rofL’ -- V;1. occurs in rc’* since V,, occurs in n’. That is, by (a), z’* con- 
tains the K-type (with respect to A: ) w,,z;‘( -7,~‘) = - w,(,I + 6 - g(l)) - 
w,(q;,,,) = A + 6 - 6’“‘+ (qU,,) (cf. (3.15)) =def. u(q). Also n’*(Q) = 
(i, A + 26) 1 = (A, n + 26) 1 since n’* has infinitesimal character - (A + 6). 
Thus Proposition 5.16 of [ 111 implies 4.6). 
From Theorem 4.1 the following main result follows. Recall that we have 
assumed that G has a finite center. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let I. E Y be an integral element such that ,I + 6 is regular 
and let qf = 1’ + zi I b, be a B-stable parabolic subalgebra of g such 
that (3, + 6 - 6’“‘, A(1’)) =Ib’ 0 (see (2.2) and the remarks following (2.2)). 
Let ~‘=~‘(q’)=~~!mU’“kC~+6-gli,, where CA + 6 -6~,., is regarded as an 
(I’, L’ n k) module (as in the proof of Theorem 3.18, for L’ as in the remarks 
following (2.10)). Then IT’ E @ and n’(B) = (I., i + 26) 1. Moreover we haoe 
m,+,.,(T) = dim H4’“.4”(r\Y ) 2 1 (4.8) 
provided 2 satisfies the following 3 (directly vertfiable) mild conditions: 
(i) (A + 6 - 8(‘), a) # 0 for a E ql,,.. (ii)’ IqLz,n n Q,/ > /q;+ n &I for any 
other e-stable parabolic q’, = 1; + u; I 6, for which (2 + 6 - o(“, A(1;)) = 0 
and q(1; q;) = q(1; q’) hold. (iii)’ (A + 6 + Sy’-- (Q1 ), Pi’)) >/O for Q1 c Py’ 
such that (2 + 6 - dc”, QI) = 0. See (1.4), (IS), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5). In the spe- 
cial case when q’ = b,, 71’ is the discrete series representation 7ci,+* of 
Section 1, condition (b) is vacuous, qh,., = Py’, and formula (4.8) (the 
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generalization of (1.9) to non-compact r\ G [ 171) holds under the single 
condition 
(i)’ (A+6-@“‘,t~)#Ofor BEPF). 
Proof: That x’ E d and x’(Q) = (A, 1+ 26) 1 has already been estab- 
lished; see (4.5). Let 4 be as in (4.3) so that (3.15) holds. Let 
N,, = {a~ P(:‘I(A +6-a’“‘, a)=O}. Since (/1+6-6’“‘, d(/))=O, Py)= 
N, u (P, (‘) - A(l)) =i N, u qu,n * qu,n =(a) (Py’ - NA) u qu,n n N,. By 
assumption (i)’ and by (3.15) (A + 6 -den), a) # 0 for a E qu,,. Thus we see 
that qu,n =(b) PC”) - N,. Let n(q) = k,(1) + q(,l; q’) ( = q(1, q’) by definition 
(2.5)). Then b;r Theorem 4.1, dim H”(q)(n, HZ)-).= 1 for 7t = n(q), and 
hence from (2.15) 
dim H’;‘q’(r\ TJ = m,,,,(T) + 2 m,(f) dim H”(q’(n, H,)_,. 
nEGR#A(q) 
z(n)=(1,2.+26)1 
(4.9) 
We note that the application of Theorem 4.1 here requires the assumption 
(3.10). The latter however is equivalent to hypothesis (iii)’ since 
w,*(-py)=p;y w,‘(-A;)=pp 
Now consider any KE e such that n(0) = (A, I + 26)l and such that 
H”‘q’(n, Hz)-, # 0. By Theorem 4.1 again, n(q) = n(q,) for some &stable 
parabolic q1 = I, + U, 3 b, such that (A + 6 - @, d(l,)) = 0, and ‘IL = n(ql) 
(= def. W$mu’nkC,, +6--6~~)). n(q) = n(q,) means of course that q(;1; q’) =(‘) 
q(k 4; 1 (411 =def. w;‘ql). Thus by hypothesis (ii)’ 
Mi,n n QA B Mui,.n QA. (4.10) 
From (c) and definition (2.4) we obtain 2 lq:,,nn Q,l - lq:,,,l = 
2 ld,,,n QA - lq;.,,,l; or from (a), (b) (as ld~,,l = (qu,A by (3.15)h 
2 14,c,n  QAl - lP?)- N,l = 2 lq;,,., n QA - Ip!?- N,l - lql,,,, n N,I => 
w?::n n QA - Id,,,, n QJ) + IqIu,.n n N,I = 0 * l&,n n QA = 
n QA and q1 
k~articular (q:]” > = (q ) 
n N, = 4 by (4.6)! Then by (a), (b) again ql,,,.” = qu,n. 
*RI, (= ?r(q,)lK) contains the K-type 
v(q) = n + 6 - d(n)?“<qu,n),“‘k by Proposition 6.1 of [ll 1, TC = n(q). In 
other words if n # n(q) then we must have Hncq)(n, Hn)-n =0, given our 
hypotheses on q. Equation (4.9) therefore reduces to dim H”,(‘7)(QpA) = 
macqj(f) = mn,(qlr (r) (by (4.6)) = m,.(,.,(r), as desired. 
A corollary of Theorem 4.7 is the following simpler version of it. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let R’ = k(q)) = W~m”‘nkCi. + 6 _ g(i~ as in Theorem 4.7, 
where 1 E 9 is integral, 1+ 6 is regular, and (2 + 6 -a(*), A(l’)) = 0. Sup- 
pose 1 satisfies the following two mild conditions: (i)’ (A + 6 - &(%I, a) # 0 for 
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cxEq:,,,uQ,, (ii)‘(L+6+6?)--(Q,),Pv’)>Ofor Ql~Pj;ll [or at least 
for those Q 1 c Py’for which (A + 6 - a’“‘, Q,) = 01. Then in (4.8), q(l, q’) = 
q(1) + Id,+ ( - \ql,,,l and we have 
m n,(y.j(r) = dim fff;*‘+ IAil l+;~.tzl(f’\~), (4.12) 
Proof (E,+6-6’~‘,Q~)=(~+s-s( ‘^,-~‘~Q,) so if (A-+6--6’“‘,cc)#O 
for CI in Q,uqL,,, we see that - woei, c Py’- N, = qu n, by Eq. (b) in the 
proof of Theorem 4.7; i.e., Qj. c q:,,, by (3.15). In particular q(A.; q’) =def. 
2 Is:,., n Qal - lq2.A -t IQ;1 = lQj.1 - lqL,,l + m, where m = (d,f I * (by 
(2.2), (2.5)) q(l, q’) = q(A) - lq:,.,j + m. Also q;,,, n Qj, = Q, clearly implies 
that condition (ii)’ in the statement of Theorem 4.7 is automatically 
satisfied. Thus Theorem 4.7 implies Theorem 4.11. 
Another by-product of Theorem 4.1 is the following general vanishing 
theorem for the L*-cohomology HT(f \SYj,). In particular it generalizes, 
considerably, Griffiths’ vanishing theorem [ 1, 3, 15-j. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let I. E 58 be integral with 3, + 6 regular such that 
(%+6+cy- (Q,), Pp’) 30 for Ql c Pr’ [or at least for those Q, c Pj,‘) 
for which (A+&6’“‘, (Q,))=O]. Then Hi(T\L$)=O unless t has the 
specific form 
t=q(1,q~)de’If,Edk+/(~+6,ff)<0)/ 
+ 2 1qL.n n Qj.1 - lqL,.nl + IQ;1 (4.14) 
for some &stable parabolic q’ = 1’ + u’ 3 bj, for which (2 + 6 - 6(‘), d(l’)) = 0. 
This follows immediately from Theorems 2.14 and 4.1, where we take 
q’ = w;‘q as before for q given by Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. We have assumed that r was torsion free. If however T\G is 
compact then Theorem 2.7 is valid without this assumption-and hence so 
are all other results of this paper. 
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